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 First Responders Convene for National Summit and Awards on GIS Technology 

   

Washington D.C. – On August 4th and 5th the National Alliance for Public Safety GIS (NAPSG) 

Foundation brought together more than 150 of the Nation’s public safety leaders and Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) professionals for the inaugural National Geospatial Preparedness 

Summit. The Summit was co-hosted by NAPSG and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) in coordination with the National States Geographic Information Council (NSGIC), 

Fairfax County Fire Rescue, and other agencies. The Summit aimed to forge collaboration 

between first responders and GIS professionals so that technology can be more effectively 

applied in preparedness nationwide.    

 

NAPSG’s Board Chairman, Rand Napoli, explained, “The Summit represents a series of hands-

on workshops that have been strategically designed to address some of the most pressing 

operational and technical challenges the public safety and GIS community faces. It also 

culminates with a short tabletop exercise where first responders and GIS professionals will put to 

use the knowledge and skills gained in the first day in a simulated emergency scenario.”  

 

On the evening of August 4th there was a separate ceremony for NAPSG’s fifth Annual Awards 

for Excellence in Public Safety GIS. NAPSG’s Board of Directors has unanimously selected the 

recipients of the 2015 Awards. Chief Napoli will present the National award to Mr. Russ 

Johnson, Director of Esri’s Public Safety Industry and the Local award to the Boston Regional 

Intelligence Center (BRIC). In announcing the selection, Chief Napoli highlighted Mr. Johnson’s 

lifetime accomplishments in mobilizing public safety decision makers to use GIS on a daily basis 

in their planning and operations. NAPSG’s Board voted to recognize the actions that Mr. 

Johnson took at Esri to formalize the Disaster Response and Assistance Program. Chief Napoli 

also highlighted the recent success of the Boston Regional Intelligence Center in using GIS to 

improve planning for the 2015 Boston Marathon, increase prevention efforts, and situational  
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awareness during this year’s marathon. He conveyed that the BRIC serves as a model for local 

and regional law enforcement agencies nationwide.  

 

The reception for the Annual Awards for Excellence in Public Safety GIS was made possible by the 

generous support of several corporate sponsors, including: HERE, Esri, Ardent Management Consulting, 

Dewberry, American Modern Insurance, and CSX. The reception was hosted by NAPSG at the Hilton 

Garden Inn Washington DC. The 2016 National Geospatial Preparedness Summit will be held September 

2016 in Olympia, WA. 

 

# # #   

 

About NAPSG Foundation – www.napsgfoundation.org   

The National Alliance for Public Safety GIS Foundation (NAPSG) is a not-for-profit 

organization dedicated to equipping emergency responders and leaders with the knowledge and 

skills in applying technology and data to change the outcomes for survivors. The vision is 

achieved through the development and delivery of cutting-edge education, training, exercises & 

simulations, technical assistance, implementation tools, and policy and guidance. For more 

information on NAPSG Foundation contact Peter O’Rourke at porourke@publicsafetygis.org, 

phone at 202-895-1711.  
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